
Today, the video will focus on
products: Denas and Scenar
multilayer medical clothing.

Abbreviated : OLM, ULM

Review: Healing clothing OLM



ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND PUBLIC HEALTH !
What happens when you are exposed to electromagnetic fields?

Actual problem of mankind 20-21 centuries





Known and proven fact!
Are subject to change from electromagnetic influence:

1. The nervous system.
Memory, attention, sleep.
2. The immune system.
Immunogenesis.
3. Cardiovascular system.
Blood coagulation, pulse, blood pressure.
4. The endocrine system.
Adrenaline level.
5. The reproductive system.
Pregnant, children, infertility.



The idea of creating protection for a person
from unwanted electromagnetic exposure.



The human body is a source of
electromagnetic radiation.
The human body has a temperature
in the range from 31 to 42 ° C, is a
source of predominantly infrared
radiation.
Infrared radiation is information
about the primary parametric field -
the distribution of temperature on
the surface of the human body.

Human biofield is own protection!



not a medical technology of
restorative medicine, aimed
at correcting the functioning

of regulatory systems,
increasing the adaptive
capabilities of the body.

OLM is medical blanket, medical
sleeping bag, rug and medical

clothing.

OLM Therapy
This is



inside - 

on the outside -
hypoallergenic material .

have a multilayer structure :

metal-polymer shielding layer
made of films with metallization

of micron thickness;

OLM PRODUCTS
How is it arranged? 



Simply , Safe, Not
addictive : 
We cover ourselves with a OLM
blanket or lie comfortably in a
OLM sleep-bag or put on OLM
clothes. When wrapping,
shielding occurs: metallized film
in OLM product reflects the
patient's own radiation, which
returns to it and affects the
body's self-healing mechanism.
This aids in minimising
convective body heat loss, as
well as in decreasing the
intensity of the effects of
external electromagnetic
radiation.

OLM
how it works?



OLM
effect is proven!

Bioelectrography method 
GDV Diogram



Life example
Isinbaeva Elena Russian pole vaulter. Two-time Olympic champion.
Between the jumps, she hid from the public and restored strength

with the help of our healing blanket.



Contact us
for purchase

www.denas.store
info@denas.store

WhatsApp, Viber, Telegram
+7909-999-0775
+7964-649-8668


